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Leinefelde-Worbis -- Sport, Feral Creatures, Two Grand
Palaces
Leinefelde-Worbis is a significant spa town. Visiting this small town is a walk into relaxation. Its
countless spas provide comfort for weary guests who happen to be far from home.
Swim, bathe, relax, or try various spa treatments while you find respite in Germany’s pastoral
haven of Leinefelde-Worbis. Spas which accommodate various guest needs include Leinebad and
Wipper Welle. Massages given at either place will alleviate muscle pain and tension, as will
sweltering saunas.
State-of-the-art sports clubs throughout the city provide physical exertion and fierce competition for
the aggressive vacationers who venture here.
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Bärenpark or Bear Park will enthrall wildlife and nature lovers. Feral creatures, such as wolves and
bears, roam the rustic areas and habitats of the park. Meadows and forests dot the region and
provide lush habitats for these two species.
With nine brown bears, two black bears, and a pack of wolves, some of which were rescued from
defunct zoos and circuses, this lovely animal park is a delight. If you come here in the blustery
winter season you’ll find that the park still provides entertainment as the wolves actively hunt
during that season.
There are two ancient castles looming in the background that I’d like to point out… Burg Bodenstein
is a romantic castle that dominates the skyline of the borough. Adorned with a Baroque chapel, the
castle is used as a tourist destination and venue for musical performances. And Burg
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Scharfenstein, a medieval fortress, is set amidst pastoral highlands which makes for breathtaking
vistas.
With a mix of nature, wildlife, sports, fitness, and relaxation, this town makes for a varied walk into
German existence. Each German town has its own atmosphere, and immediately upon entering
Leinefelde-Worbis, you will discover its antiquated secrets.
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